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Dear Sir/Madam
 
Please find the main points that I raised at the above meeting
 

1. The major road disruption during the construction period with no timescales being given
as to when each road will be worked upon and how long it will take

2. The failure to consider wind and solar together thus saving valuable farmland.
3. The applicants complete disregard to the loss of amenity that will be suffered by

walkers/cyclists and horse riders.
4. The inefficiency of the solar farm with what seemed to be highlighted that the grid would

not be able to take all the power generated at peak times.
5. The failure to properly look at other sites with a possible combination of multiple

renewable sources.
6. The inadequacy of some roads to take construction and work traffic- mainly the Essendine

to Uffington road which in its present condition is totally unsuitable.
7. The failure to only give average traffic flows during construction rather than a detailed

breakdown month by month.
8. Farm can be seen from my house- value impact?

 
Kind Regards
 
Adrian 
 
Adrian Forsell
Managing Director

 
Forsell Prop scoot

 
T.Forsell and Son Properties Ltd (Registration 457056)
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Due to the increased risk of cybercrime and fraud through email interception and fraudulent
alterations to bank details, it is important to check that you are sending funds to the correct bank
account. T.Forsell & Son (Properties) Limited will not change bank account details during a
transaction. Please check the bank account details with us should you have any concerns. When
sending bank details by email T.Forsell & Son (Properties) Limited will always use an attachment
and never include them in the body of the email message.
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sender immediately by return e mail.The sender cannot accept liability for any damage sustained as a
result of software viruses and advises that you carry out your own checks before opening any
attachment.
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